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PARTT THREE 

10.. Summar y and Conclusion s 

1.. Introductio n 
Thee arrival and settlement of labour migrants in cities and local policy responses to these 

newcomerss present a European-wide phenomenon today. Beyond the practical consequences for 

cities,, the settlement of labour migrants sets in motion actions and reactions at the local level that 

reveall  what we have termed 'local host-stranger relations'. It is this aspect of local policymaking that 

thiss book has explored. By focusing on this dimension of local policies toward migrants I hope to 

havee shed light on an aspect of policymaking that is often implicit, and has not been systematically 

developedd in the local-level literature on migrant policy. 

Thee Findings from the literature survey and the four case studies that comprised this research 

projectt present a very complex picture of cities and their reactions over time to the settlement of 

labourr migrants. The 'local migrant policies' (as defined in Chapter 3), are expressed in mayoral 

statements,, council decisions and various policy documents, in organisational changes within the 

locall  authorities, and in various actions affecting migrants. The latter include a wide variety of local 

servicess provided directly by the municipality or indirectly through delegation to civic organisations; 

actionss (or inaction) regarding ethnic-based mobilisation and other manifestations of cultural and 

religiouss Otherness; urban development policies, and more. This smorgasbord of espoused and 

enactedd policies is thoroughly embedded in the particular context of each city, raising the question of 

comparabilityy between the cases. 

Onee aim of this book was to make sense of such variety, i.e. to test the plausibility of 

generalisingg from so many details. To this end an analytical framework was proposed, based on a 

modell  linking local migrant policies to the concept of host-stranger relations. In the model, "host-

strangerr relations" are defined as the attitudes and expectations of the local authority regarding the 

temporall  and spatial presence of its migrant population (the time they are expected to remain, where 

theyy reside in the city) and regarding their Otherness (cultural/religious differences) (Table 2.2). 

Suchh attitudes and expectations are but one manifestation of a broader set of host-stranger relations, 

inn which every society defines and relates to "its Strangers" (including indigenous Others as well as 

newcomers),, as described in Chapter 2. 

Thiss research project sets out to explore the hypothesis, that local policies toward labour 

migrantss can be understood as an expression local authority attitudes and expectations toward these 

newcomers,, i.e. of local host-stranger relations. But this hypothesis remains at the level of 

abstractionn characterising similar models, of immigration/integration regimes at the national level. 

Thosee national-level explanations (such as Castles' 'citizenship regimes' on which my model is 
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partiallyy based), have been rightly criticised as overly deductive, too abstract and overlooking 

empiricallyy observed variations in migrant policies {see Chapter 3). 

Too get beyond this level abstraction a typology is proposed, elaborating the link between local 

host-strangerr relations (different attitudes/expectations of the local authority toward labour migrants) 

andd specific local migrant policies (Chapter 4). The typology groups local policies toward migrants 

intoo four 'policy domains' (Juridical-political, Socio-economic, Cultural-religious and Spatial), 

subdividedd into issue areas. This makes it possible to get an overall picture of a city's migrant 

policiess at any one time. The second dimension of the typology proposes four general 'types' of local 

policyy response to migrant settlement/ethnic diversity: a Transient (Non-policy) response, a 

Guestworker-typee response, an Assimilationist-type response and a Pluralist-type response. These 

policyy types or phases correspond to four types of host-stranger relations (Table 4.1). Based on 

findingss from a literature survey as well as deductive reasoning, more specific policies are suggested 

ass manifestations of each general 'type' of policy response in each issue area, creating the full 

typologyy at this stage of the study (Table 4.2). 

Usingg this analytical framework, I followed the development of local policies toward migrants in 

fourr cities (Rome. Tel Aviv, Paris and Amsterdam) and analysed the findings (chapters 5-9). By 

groupingg the observed policies in each case study into domains and issue areas, it was possible by 

andd large to identify the general types/phases proposed in the typology, in each case. Following this 

overr time revealed a trajectory of policy responses in each city. 

Inn the following pages these findings are summarised in a condensed form, followed by more 

generall  conclusions and comparative analyses, again using the host-stranger relations model and the 

typologyy as the theoretical framework. The plausibility of this exercise wil l demonstrate to what 

degreee the primary aim of this work has been achieved: to generalise from a large body of detail, 

comparee between complex and 'contextually thick' cases, and arrive at some overall conclusions that 

shedd light on this topic, pointing the way (and providing the means) for further research. The 

theoreticall  and practical implications of this are discussed at the end of the chapter. 

2.. Findings and conclusions from the case studies 

Thee four case study cities were chosen to represent, at least at first glance, each one of the four 

typess of local policy responses to labour migrant settlement. Rome and Tel Aviv are both 'new 

immigrationn cities' in that labour migrants have become a significant phenomenon there within the 

pastt two decades. Based on preliminary findings from the literature survey, Rome was chosen to 

exploree the Non-policy phase; Tel Aviv was chosen to represent the Guestworker policy phase in 

partt based on my previous participant observation in that city. Paris and Amsterdam, two 'veteran 

immigrationn cities', were chosen to represent the Assimilationist and Pluralist response types, 

respectively.. The four cities were chosen from among several 'candidates' suggested for each type by 

thee literature survey, for reasons elaborated in Chapter 5. However, beyond exploring and testing one 

off  the four policy types, each case study followed that city's migrant policy development over time 
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(fromm just over a decade in Tel Aviv to over a century in Paris), revealing a number of phases in 

additionn to that first identified in the typology. The case studies also revealed where the typology 

doess not exactly Tit' the observed policy responses. This is summarised in the following pages. 

Rome e 
Romee was chosen to explore what was identified in preliminary findings as a 'Non-policy' type 

off  reaction (Chapter 6). A survey of municipal (in)actions up to 1990-91 verified this type of 

response,, and the connection with what can be identified as Transient-type attitudes toward 

immigrantss in City Hall. A political-institutional analysis would explain the municipality's lack of 

responsee to the migrant presence in terms of the weakness of Italian local authorities together with a 

relativelyy organised Third Sector. Thus Rome's inaction vis-a-vis the mounting needs of the migrant 

populationn throughout the 1980s is an extension of City Hall's habit of abdicating the responsibility 

forr marginalised populations to civic society. This is a plausible explanation, but the host-stranger 

relationss model allows us to add a further nuance: Rome was particularly unwilling to address the 

growingg needs of labour migrants due to City Hall's persistent Transient-type attitude toward this 

population.. This can be understood considering the historic presence of transient Strangers in Rome, 

andd may partly explain why two internal reports in the early 1980s, which identified the beginnings 

off  a permanent migrant presence in Rome and its implications, were ignored. The widening gap 

betweenn the actual phase of migration in Rome and the continued Transient attitude in City Hall 

culminatedd in the 1990-91 Pantanella crisis, which forced an acknowledgement of the permanence of 

labourr migrants at the local and national level. 

Underr the new centre-left administration, Rome's local authority appears to have adopted a 

genuinelyy Pluralist attitude toward labour migrant integration, but has only partially translated this 

intoo actions. Our review of enacted policies since 1993 across the various issue areas reveals that 

changess have taken place primarily in the Juridical-political and Socio-economic domains, but the 

municipall  strategy consists of delegating nearly all of the actual work to civic organisations. 

Municipall  actions in the Cultural-religious and Spatial domains have been largely symbolic. This 

raisess questions regarding the extent to which City Hall is willing to take on the responsibility 

ensuingg from its declared aims of Pluralist-type integration. Nevertheless, the past decade of local 

migrantt policies cannot be described as a continuation of the old Non-policy dressed in a new 

Pluralistt rhetoric. Instead, Rome's new integration policy may be best understood as an intended 

PluralistPluralist policy. 

Thee case of Rome demonstrates that despite a clear change in the 1990s from a Transient to a 

Pluralistt attitude in the city's espoused policy, Rome cannot be regarded as having fully entered a 

Pluralistt phase in its enacted policy. To explain this gap we can turn again to institutional-political 

explanations,, specifically the relation between national government, local authorities and civic 

societyy in Italy. The weakness of Rome's municipality, in terms of management ability and resources 

(thee latter stemming partly from problems in the channeling of government funding through the 

regionall  level) have meant that much of its espoused policy remains on paper, or is delegated to 
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NGOs.. The presence of a strong, well-organised Third Sector in Rome means that City Hall can 

pursuee its new integration policy using the proven method of delegating responsibility to (or simply 

dependingg on) civic organisations -- a characteristic of the Italian style of governance. 

Tell  Aviv 

Inn the case of Tel Aviv (Chapter 7), the local authority reaction to labour migrant settlement 

evolvedd in less than a decade (and without any crisis) from a Transient attitude to a minimalist 

Guestworkerr attitude, to what may be called a liberal Guestworker attitude. The Tel Aviv case 

illustratess how the municipal bureaucracy awoke to the migrant presence and its policy implications 

inn the first half of the 1990s, and eventually forced the political level to acknowledge this presence, 

att least as a 'temporary problem', in 1996. City Hall thus moved from a Non-policy response (which 

includedd some informal provision of services) in the first half of the 1990s to a characteristic 

Guestworkerr policy in the second half of the decade. 

Thiss was expressed across all the policy domains: in the Socio-economic domain the 

municipalityy accepted responsibility for providing minimal health, education and welfare services; in 

thee remaining policy domains City Hall largely ignored migrant needs and did not concern itself with 

thee migrants' self-organisation, manifestations of cultural Otherness, use of public spaces, etc. These 

weree regarded as temporary phenomena and the ultimate responsibility for "the foreign worker 

problem""  was left to the national government. In the Spatial domain, short-term solutions to the 

migrants'' overcrowded housing situation were considered and found to be outside municipal 

jurisdiction.. In sum, the municipality limited its migrant policy to short-term solutions while 

lobbyingg the government for a long-term solutions . 

Tell  Aviv's minimalist Guestworker policy can be understood in the context of Israel's 

exclusionaryy immigration regime. This results in a largely irregular/illegal migrant population that is 

ultimatelyy liable for repatriation; the presence of legal 'guestworkers' is also assumed to be a 

temporaryy substitute for the Palestinian labourers. Nevertheless, expectations of a long-term labour 

migrantt presence developed within the professional bureaucracy in the mid-1990s. Municipal 

attitudess toward this population changed in a bottom-up process which eventually resulted in the 

adoptionn of a new migrant policy in 1999, following the election of a new mayor. 

Thee new municipal administration is outwardly critical of the national guestworker regime, but 

inn its espoused as well as its enacted policy. City Hall presents an ambivalent position toward its 

labourr migrant population. This can be summarised as acknowledging the probability of a permanent 

non-Jewishh minority in the city, without fully accepting the consequences of such a development. 

Thus,, Tel Aviv's new migrant policy remains premised on the need to make lif e as comfortable as 

possiblee for the migrant communities "as long as they are here", without actually taking on the 

challengee of their long-term integration in the local society, economy or polity. In particular, the 

possibilityy of a significant new non-Jewish minority in Tel Aviv is not addressed as yet in the new 

policy,, reflecting the continued predominance of Guestworker-type attitudes within the municipality. 

Thee current local policy may thus be labelled a 'liberal Guestworker' response. 
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Paris s 
Thee case of Paris (Chapter 8) illustrates the continuity of an Assimilationist approach in local 

policyy that stretches back to the mid-19th century. Historically, newcomers to Paris were accepted as 

permanentt settlers (thus the absence of a Non-policy and Guestworker policy phase), but the French 

republicann ideology demanded that their Otherness disappear in a one-sided process of assimilation. 

Inn Bauman's terms (1995: 2), a "war of attrition...against the strangers and the strange" was waged 

byy the authorities in their desire to replace social and spatial chaos with Order. This Assimilationist 

approachh has been particularly dominant in Paris, where national and local policies often merged. 

Anotherr characteristic of the French context is the prevalence of policies in the Spatial domain. 

Inn Paris (and other French cities), territorially-based policies have served as a general framework in 

whichh implicit migrant policies are embedded. In this case study it was thus particularly difficult to 

determinee what constituted "local migrant policies" as defined in this book. Nevertheless, two 

conclusionss emerge. First, a continuous thread can be discerned in the urban development policy 

agendaa of both national (prefectural) and local (council and mayoral) policymakers. This can be 

summarisedd as the embourgeoisement of the capital, i.e. distancing the poor and other undesirable 

populationss progressively farther from the city centre, making place for middle class residents (and 

monumentall  spaces marking the new Order). A secondary agenda has been to upgrade the 

environmentt of the poor who were displaced, as well as those who remained. Beyond its practical 

aspectss (e.g. sanitation), this too can be seen as an attempt to replace disorder (disease, social 

marginality,, 'inappropriate urban forms', etc.) with a new social and urban Order befitting the status 

off  France's capital city. 

Thee second conclusion from the Paris case is that these policies significantly affected the 

dispersall  of its resident migrant/minority population, most of which is now found 'outside the city 

walls',, in the banlieues. The large number of migrants within Paris testifies to the city's historic and 

continuingg role as a magnet for newcomers. There is still debate on whether the dispersal of ethnic 

enclavess in Paris was an unintended result of embourgeoisement, or if urban renewal policies 

containedd an implicit ethnic agenda behind the universalist rhetoric of 'sanitation', 'renovation' and 

laterr 'social development of neighbourhoods'. What is clear is that despite the obvious impact of 

thesee policies on ethnic minorities, the ethnic element was explicitly ignored. In either case, this 

characterisess an Assimilationist-type response to ethnic diversity. In the other domains, too, Paris 

consistentlyy pursued Assimilationist-type policies. In contrast to the ethnicisation of policy that has 

occurredd in some French cities over the past two decades, the universalist approach to integration 

prevailss in Paris, in espoused as well as enacted policy. 

Thee politique d'integration initiated in 2001 by the new centre-left administration appears to 

markk a real break from Paris's Assimilationist tradition. Especially in the Juridical-political domain, 

thee establishment of an advisory "Citizenship Council of non-EU Parisians" is meant to signal the 

intentionn of City Hall to promote a "citizenship based on residency", until local voting rights are 

extendedd to non-EU residents. This directly contradicts the French republican model equating 
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politicall  participation with French citizenship. However it is still too early to judge the seriousness of 

thiss measure. In the other domains, the new integration strategy appears to be based on making 

existingg general services and policy frameworks ethnically sensitive, not on creating migrant-specific 

orr ethnically-based services. 

Regardlesss of what wil l emerge from the new integration policy, in its declarations the new 

administrationn has criticised the strict Assimilationist approach that characterised Paris up to now. 

However,, it already appears clear that the new espoused policy does not conform to what we defined 

ass a Pluralist-type reaction in the full sense. Thus 'migrant integration' continues to be seen in Paris 

ass a purely individual process and City Hall avoids any hint of community-based integration. 

Althoughh containing some Pluralist elements, the new rhetoric remains largely within the universalist 

discourse. . 

Amsterdam m 

Amsterdamm was chosen to illustrate the Pluralist type of policy reaction (Chapter 9). This case 

studyy also best illustrates how the analytical framework can be used to follow changes in one city's 

migrantt policies over a long period, identifying a policy trajectory that includes four different phases. 

Suchh a broad overview allows us to understand which local migrant policies have developed in 

accordancee with objective changes in the phases of migration, in contrast to policy changes resulting 

fromm subjective changes only. i.e. shifts in host attitudes toward migrants that are not connected to 

anyy change in migration. In the case of Amsterdam the findings point to a strong correlation between 

thee trajectory of actual migration phases and the local policy reactions, at least until the mid-1990s. 

Thus,, the shift that occurred in the mid-1960s, from a predominantly Transient phase of 

migrationn to a Guestworker phase, was soon followed by a shift from Non-policy to Guestworker 

policiess (expressed mostly in housing). As the Guestworker phase turned into permanent settlement 

(aa process beginning in the early 1970s and culminating in the late 1980s), Amsterdam's migrant 

policiess shifted to what can be identified as a Pluralist phase. This change began in the mid-1970s in 

housingg (opening social housing to labour migrant families) and was later expressed in the other 

policyy domains during the 1980s. A Minorities Policy was instituted in the 1980s, espousing a 

clearlyy Pluralist approach to migrants/minorities, based on a communal rather than individual-based 

approachh to integration and the importance of preserving the newcomers' Otherness. This was 

expressedd in local migrant policies in the Juridical-political, Socio-economic and Cultural-religious 

domains.. Municipal actions included encouragement of ethnic-based mobilisation, ethnically-

targetedd services, institutionalisation of ethnic-based representation, and support for cultural and 

religiouss Otherness in various forms. 

Thee most recent shift in local migrant policy began in 1994 and was formalised in 1999. In 

contrastt to the previous phases, it did not follow any substantial change in migration, i.e. we cannot 

identifyy a new migrant phase. The replacement of Amsterdam's 'Minorities Policy' by the new 

'Diversityy Policy' can be explained using a political-institutional approach. Focusing on the 

devolutionn of policymaking from municipal to city district level in the 1990s, the Diversity Policy 
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cann be seen as an attempt by policymakers in City Hall to create a new framework for coordinating 

district-levell  policies toward migrants. But this explanation would only reveal part of the picture. 

Usingg the host-stranger relations model we can identify a significant shift in host society 

attitudess toward the presence of Strangers in the 1990s. This can be summarised as a reaction in 

Dutchh society to the avowedly Pluralist approach of the 1980s, toward a more restricted 

understandingg of multiculturalism in which minorities are expected to conform more closely to host 

societyy norms. This can also be seen as a reaction against the perceived pervasiveness of 

Strangeness:: after nearly two decades of Pluralist-style integration, minorities are perceived as 'still 

tooo different'. While Dutch society recognises the permanence of ethnic minorities as well as their 

rightright to retain a certain degree of difference, it also expects a degree of assimilation. 

Att the national level, this shift in host society attitudes gathered pace throughout the 1990s and 

culminatedd in the Fortuyn 'phenomenon' in 2001-2. At the local level, the findings of the Amsterdam 

casee study show the change in the city's migrant policy to be a direct expression of a shift in host-

strangerr relations. However, they also reveal that enacted policy in several domains (primarily the 

Socio-economicc domain) retains some of its Pluralist characteristics, e.g. minority-targeted and 

ethnically-basedd actions. This anomaly can be understood again in both the political-institutional 

contextt and in terms of host-stranger relations. The latter highlights a paternalistic tendency that has 

characterisedd Dutch attitudes toward Strangers, especially within the social policy profession (in 

brief:: 'we know what is good for you'). This particular aspect of host-stranger relations, expressed in 

previouss decades in Assimilationist policies toward indigenous Others as well as newcomers (e.g. 

repatriatedd Indonesian Dutch), was later expressed in the 'bear hug' approach of the Minorities Policy 

towardd the ethnic minorities in the 1980s. 

Thee Minorities Policy can thus be seen as the Pluralist version of Dutch paternalism toward 

Otherness.. Especially in Amsterdam, where the social-democratic ideology was strongest, the 

(over)abundancee of ethnically-targeted policies can be understood not only as an expression of 

genuinee sensitivity for the Otherness of the newcomers, but also as an expression of this paternalistic 

approachh in social policy. The findings of the case study (e.g. the persistence of ethnically-targeted 

measuress emanating from the municipal Welfare Division) can be seen as a continuing manifestation 

off  this attitude toward Strangers, despite the more universalist rhetoric of thee Diversity Policy. 

Howeverr the 'Diversity Policy' may not be specific to Amsterdam. This policy response, neither 

completelyy Pluralist nor Assimilationist, was also found in the literature survey in cities such as 

Birminghamm and Stuttgart. Signs of this approach also appeared in the espoused policies of Rome 

andd Paris in recent years. This suggests a new 'type' of local policy response to migrants/ minorities, 

whichh will be addressed below. 
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3.. Comparative analysis and generalisation 
Thee above summaries demonstrate the utility of the analytical framework at one level: as a tool 

forr mapping out and comprehending complex local policy reactions, based on a detailed analysis of 
municipall  actions in a given city over a period of time. The following pages relate to the usefulness 
off  the analytical framework at a second level, as a tool for comparative analysis that allows 
generalisationn beyond the particular cases. 

TwoTwo sets of research questions were raised at the beginning of this book. The first set relates to 

thee 'what' and 'how' of local policy reactions to labour migrant settlement, and the second set relates 

too the 'why'. In addition, 1 raised the possibility that local migrant policies may throw a light on the 

evolutionn of city-State relations. These question are discussed below in subsection 3.1 (the 'what' and 

'how'' questions) and subsection 3.2 (the explanatory value of the host-stranger relations variable, i.e. 

thee 'why' questions). Subsection 3.3 discusses city-State relations. 

3.11 Comparing local policy responses to labour migrant settlement 
3.1.11 Identifyin g general 'types' of local policy reaction 

Thee case studies have shown that despite wide variety in many contextual variables (including 

differentt national migration regimes, scales of city, governance style and migration histories), it is 

possiblee to identify the general types of local policy response to labour migrant settlement, as 

proposedd in the typology, in particular cities and periods. Using the criteria of the analytical 

framework,, the Non-policy type was identified in Amsterdam (early 1960s), Rome (1980s) and Tel 

Avivv (early 1990s). A Guestworker policy phase was identified in Amsterdam (mid-1960s -mid-

1970s)) and in Tel Aviv (from the mid-1990s in two variations). Assimilationist policy was identified 

inn Paris in all the domains at least until 2001; Pluralist policy was identified in Amsterdam (mid-

1970ss -mid-1990s) and a variation of it was identified in Rome (1993 - 2002). Findings from 

Amsterdamm from the mid-1990s raise the possibility of a fifth type of local policy response. 

Thee case studies demonstrate that these general types can be plausibly identified by comparing 

thee actual policies (espoused and enacted) in the case study cities with the policies proposed in the 

typologyy in those issue areas (e.g. Amsterdam's policy toward migrant organisations in the 1980s fits 

thee Pluralist type in that issue area). Furthermore, they show that most policies in a given city more 

oftenn than not fit  in the same general policy type in a given period. It thus appears that despite very 

differentt contexts, cities go through similar phases in their policy reactions to labour migrant 

settlement.. Naturally, these types or phases vary somewhat in their local manifestations, e.g. 

Amsterdam'ss Guestworker policy was expressed more in social housing while Tel Aviv's 

Guestworkerr phase is expressed more in social services policy. Nevertheless, they are identifiable as 

generall  types in that they are comparable across different cities and distinct from the other types of 

policyy response, both in the attitudes that their policies express (e.g. labour migrants as a temporary 
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phenomenon)) and in the characteristics of their enacted policies (e.g. short-term solutions within 

particularr issue areas). 

3.1.22 Identifyin g typical trajectories in the evolution ofloca! migrant policy 
Preliminaryy findings from the literature survey indicated that there may be 'typical' trajectories, 

orr paths of local policy responses to migrant settlement, that repeat in different cities. Common sense 

ass well as the findings from three of the case studies indicate that Non-policy characterises the first 

phasee of reaction in most cities. But the case of Paris demonstrates that in countries with historically 

openn immigration policies this phase is not relevant, as immigration is assumed to be a permanent 

phenomenonn from the start. In this case, the typical trajectory would likely be from Assimilationist to 

somee form of more Pluralist response, as noted in the national-level literature (and hinted at by 

Mayorr Delanoë's recent integration policy in Paris). However, only a wider comparison with cities 

in,, for example, North America and Australia, can answer this question. 

Inn most European countries, labour migrants were originally perceived as a temporary 

phenomenon.. Our case studies reveal several possible paths of local policy reaction: in countries that 

adoptedd national guestworker policies in the 1960s, cities moved from a Non-policy phase to a 

Guestworkerr phase, eventually developing their own brand of more-or-less Pluralistic policies in the 

1980s-90s.. This was clearly the case in Amsterdam. In the case of Tel Aviv, the local authority has 

followedd the same trajectory but is not yet willing to move beyond the Guestworker phase. 

Meanwhile,, Israel's exclusionary Guestworker regime limits the policy options of the local authority. 

Romee presents an example of a city which did not pass through a Guestworker phase, moving 

directlyy from Non-policy to some version of a Pluralist-type policy. Rome's trajectory may 

characterisee other new immigration cities which experienced labour immigration after the 1980s, 

whenn national Guestworker policies were no longer considered viable in Europe. Since the 

Assimilationistt model of integration is also out of favour in most European countries, moving from a 

Non-policyy phase to a Pluralist-type reaction (or a variation of it — see below) may become the 

'typical'' trajectory in new immigration cities in Europe. 

Regardingg the transitions between policy phases, it appears that the change in municipal attitudes 

mayy be a bottom-up or top-down process. In Rome and Tel Aviv the first signs of change, away from 

aa Transient attitude, occurred within the professional level, which tried to alert the political level to 

thee apparent permanence (or at least non-transience) of the labour migrant presence. In both cases the 

warningss from below were ignored (in Rome much longer than in Tel Aviv). It appears that the 

actuall  shift to another policy phase may be precipitated by a crisis as in Rome. However a more 

commonn determinant of local policy change appears to be electoral change. In mayoral-led 

municipalitiess this means the election of a new mayor representing a new agenda (e.g. not from 

Chiracc to Tiberi). This happened in Rome in 1993, Tel Aviv in 1999 and Paris in 2001, where new 

mayorall  administrations initiated new phases of local migrant policy. In these cases the political 

'' In this sense, Tel Aviv is probably closer to other non-European cases (the Gulf States. Japan) where strict guestworker 
policiess continue. 
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changee was from a centre-right to a centre-left administration, but one cannot generalise from such a 

smalll  sampling. Amsterdam shows that significant migrant policy change can occur after an election 

evenn if there is no significant change in local government: the same party (PvdA) continued to 

dominatee city council. The Tel Aviv case illustrates how the shift in attitudes that precedes 

significantt migrant policy change may occur prior to electoral change (within the municipal 

bureaucracy),, but that electoral change maybe necessary to realize this potential. 

3.1.33 Relating between policy types/phases and policy domains and issue areas 
Aree certain types or phases of local policy response to immigration/ethnic diversity characterised 

byy more municipal activity in particular issue areas? According to the typology, the local policy 

responsee in the Non-policy and Guestworker phases is characterised by municipal inaction or is 

limitedd to meeting some basic, immediate needs of the labour migrant population. In the case studies, 

municipall  actions during these phases occurred primarily in the issue areas of social services and 

housing.. Inaction largely characterised the other issue areas during the Non-policy and Guestworker 

phases,, especially in the Juridical-political and Cultural-religious domains, as confirmed by findings 

fromm Amsterdam in the late 1950s-early 1960s, Rome in the 1980s and Tel Aviv in the 1990s and 

fromm the literature survey. 

Inn the Assimilationist phase, it appears that municipal actions in the Juridical-political and 

Cultural-religiouss domains are primarily negative, i.e. discouraging ethnic-based mobilisation; 

similarlyy the Socio-economic domain is less important, except in the area of language education. The 

Pariss case points to the Spatial domain as the main arena for local policymaking affecting migrants, 

butt we cannot generalise since it is unclear if this derives from the Assimilationist type or from the 

Frenchh context. Findings from the literature survey cannot clarify this point without further 

contextuall  depth (e.g. why were dispersion policies undertaken in Berlin and Frankfurt in the 

1970s?).. If Paris moves to a Pluralist phase in the following years, it will be interesting to see if this 

wil ll  be expressed in more municipal activity in the other domains (as appears to have begun in the 

Juridical-politicall  domain with the new advisory council). 

Inn the Pluralist phase, migrant-related policies in the Socio-economic domain remain important, 

supplementedd by municipal activism in the Juridical-political and Cultural-religious domains. This 

mayy be because the latter domains provide a low-cost, high-visibility way to demonstrate City Hall's 

multiculturall  attitudes. In a less cynical vein, these are also domains that were relatively neglected in 

previouss phases. This is borne out by the literature survey as well as findings from Amsterdam and 

recently,, from Rome and Paris. 

Inn sum, it appears that the Socio-economic domain is the primary arena for local policy reactions 

too migrants in all the phases, whereas the Juridical-political and Cultural-religious domains appear to 

bee more phase-sensitive. Spatial policies (including housing and urban development policies) are 

obviouslyy crucial, but the extent of local policymaking in this domain may be more context-sensitive, 

i.e.. dependent on national policies. These remarks should not be taken as definitive conclusions, but 

ass preliminary observations and directions for further research. 
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3.22 The concept of host-stranger relations in understanding local migrant policies 
Thee above shows that the analytical framework can be used to summarise and compare migrant 

policiess across different domains and cities. But how relevant is the concept of host-stranger 

relationss to understanding local migrant policies? Chapter 3 suggested a partial answer in that much 

off  the national-level theorising on immigration policies is actually based on distinctions between 

differentt host-stranger relations at the nation-state level, even if other terms are used ('inclusionary 

versuss exclusionary citizenship regimes', etc.) If this variable is important in determining different 

typess of migrant policies at the national level, the same appears likely at the local level. 

Indeed,, this study has shown that the host-stranger relations concept can contribute to a fuller 

understandingg of migrant policymaking at the local level. This approach is meant to complement, not 

competee with, the institutional-political explanations that are common in local-level analyses. In 

particular,, the focus on host-stranger relations reveals a dimension of policymaking that is often 

concealedd beneath 'pragmatic' policy discourses on improving or adapting services, meeting migrant 

housingg needs, political representation, etc. This dimension is made explicit by recalling some of the 

pointss raised by the 'host-stranger relations literature' summarised in Chapter 2, in light of the case 

studyy findings. 

Thee first point is that immigration - in particular the settlement of newcomers with a very 

differentt background from the host society — challenges the host society beyond the 'practical' 

impactss of such settlement. In trying to address these challenges, local policies reflect prevailing 

attitudess and expectations toward the presence of Strangers. This was revealed throughout the case 

studiess in various ways. 

Inn Tel Aviv this was perhaps most apparent, where the labour migrant presence was understood 

abovee all as temporary and problematic due to the newcomers being non-Jewish. From the 

beginningg and until now, this perception of the migrants' fundamental Otherness (as defined by the 

hostt society) continues to shape the national as well as the local policy response. In contrast, in 

Romee it is not religious or ethnic Otherness, but the underlying assumption of migrant transience in 

thatt city (compounded by the local 'laissez-faire' attitude toward Strangers), that explains in part the 

decade-longg Non-policy toward labour migrants. Once their permanence was acknowledged, a 

Pluralistt policy response was fairly easily adopted - although its implementation proves much more 

difficult. . 

Inn Paris, local policies affecting labour migrants can be understood as part of an historic 

approachh toward Otherness, of trying to distance undesirable populations from the city or else 

assimilatee them into the norms defined by the policymakers, e.g. by 'improving' their living 

environments.. In Amsterdam, changes in local policies toward labour migrants (e.g. from the 

Minoritiess policy to Diversity Policy), express changing perceptions of the role that cultural 

differencess should have in the local society. 

Second,, the way in which newcomers are perceived (indeed, defined) by the host society shapes 

migrantt policies at least as much, if not more, than the actual characteristics of the newcomers. As 
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Baumann noted, each society creates its own categories of Strangers. The case studies show how this 

hass affected local policies toward labour migrants. Thus, in Rome the legal status of migrants is 

crucial:: local integration policy since 1993 is very inclusionary in regard to legal foreign residents 

butt basically ignores the irregular migrants. In contrast, the local migrant policy of Tel Aviv ignores 

thee legal-illegal distinction and defines its target population as the 'foreign workers communities' --

codee words for non-Jewish migrants. In Paris the ethnic element is concealed, making the category 

off  'migrant/ethnic minority' in some sense irrelevant in local policymaking. Local migrant policies as 

wee defined them (policies significantly affecting migrants/ethnic minorities) must then be understood 

inn the context of French class-based definitions of Otherness, in which ethnic origin remains a 

backgroundd factor. In Amsterdam, the communitarian approach to dealing with Otherness 

(institutionalisedd through pillarisation) shaped the way the policies systematically defined different 

populationn groups as targets of different policies. 

Third,, a host society's perceptions of one type of Stranger influence its reaction to the arrival of 

otherr types of Strangers. This means that the local authority's response to labour migrant settlement 

shouldd be seen in the context of historic and current local host-stranger relations, i.e. how the local 

societyy has interacted, and continues to interact, with different types of Strangers, indigenous as well 

ass foreign. 

Inn Rome, the traditional prevalence of various kinds of (usually transient) foreigners can explain 

thee city's Transient attitude toward labour migrants as well. In Tel Aviv, attitudes (and later migrant 

policies)) were affected by the Israeli view of foreign workers as a non-threatening, temporary 

substitutee for Palestinian workers. Conversely, the Israeli attitude toward newcomers (Jewish = 

permanentt migrant, non-Jewish = temporary sojourner) has allowed City Hall to adopt a particularly 

tolerantt approach: the assumption of the labour migrants' temporariness, which is based not on their 

currentt civic or economic status but fundamentally on their non-Jewishness. allows the municipality 

too takes a liberal attitude toward its temporary guests. If and when labour migrants are no longer 

perceivedd as a temporary substitute for the threatening Other (the Palestinian workers), but as a new 

permanentt minority, local attitudes may change. At that point the religious Otherness of the labour 

migrantss may be perceived as fundamentally threatening the local host society, and the whole edifice 

off  Tel Aviv's liberal Guestworker policy may disappear. 

Inn Paris, the historic experience of assimilating previous waves of French provincial and later 

Europeann immigrants, and the relation to indigenous Outsiders (the "classes dangereuses") served as 

aa backdrop to the non-ethnic approach of the local authorities toward immigrants in the postwar 

period.. Also, host society attitudes toward the Algerian immigration should be taken into account. 

Thee historical context of the bidonvilles as the 'Second Front' in Paris during the Algerian war and 

thee displacement of their residents to housing estates beyond the city borders serves as an unspoken 

backdropp to the urban policies of the 1980s-90s which targeted ethnic enclaves (inhabited by largely 

Muslimm minorities) for "renovation" and "mixité sociale", i.e. gentrification. In Amsterdam, the 
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reformistt zeal that drove local policies, previously aimed at indigenous "unsocial families" and 

repatriatedd Indonesians, was later redirected toward labour migrants. 

Anotherr point raised in the host-stranger relations literature directs our attention to the 

importancee of local residents' feelings of relative power or powerlessness vis-a-vis the newcomers. 

Thee less that local residents feel in control of their lives, the more they feel 'trapped' in their 

neighbourhood,, the more they are likely to react negatively to the settlement of labour migrants. 

Thesee newcomers not only present competition (for housing, services, public spaces) but also present 

aa threat to the local way of life. In contrast, wealthy residents who may choose when and where to 

comee in contact with labour migrants are more likely to regard them as useful and exotic: their 

Othernesss can be sampled at will . This results in a more tolerant (and possibly exploitative) attitude 

towardd the newcomers. 

Locall  migrant policies reflect City Hall's awareness of these situations. In Tel Aviv, for example, 

onee of the reasons given for establishing the municipal centre serving labour migrants was to defuse 

potentiall  tensions with indigenous residents, while the exotic potential of the migrants was explicitly 

mentionedd in proposals for redeveloping the migrant 'core neighbourhood'. In Paris, the desire to 

avoidd the kind of inter-ethnic tensions characterising some of the banlieues may be one reason 

behindd the new integration policy. 

Thee above indicates that the host-stranger relations approach can make an important contribution 

too our understanding of local migrant policies. Beyond raising awareness, however, this project 

aimedd to make the link between host-stranger relations and local migrant policies explicit and 

theoreticallytheoretically useful. This linkage was made through the model and typology (illustrated in Chapter 1, 

Figuree 1.1) which elaborate the abstract concept of 'host-stranger relations' into a usable theoretical 

framework.. The case studies (as summarised in Chapters 6 - 9 and in section 2 above) illustrate how 

thiss framework was used to describe, analyse and compare the development of local policies toward 

migrants. . 

3.33 Local migrant policies and citv-State relations 
Althoughh it is not the focus of the study, the relationship between city and State is a theme that 

runss through this book. Having looked at the broader context of host society reactions to migrant 

settlementt and ethnic minority formation in each country, and then focused on local policymaking in 

thiss area, it is now possible to make several remarks on the interaction between local and national 

authorities. . 

Thee dominance of the national context does not exclude local variations 
Thee case studies illustrate the extent to which local migrant policies are embedded in the national 

context.. By this I mean that host-stranger relations at the local level broadly reflect those at the 

nationall  level; similarly, the national immigration/integration regime, including immigrant policies 

butt also the welfare regime and other national-level 'structures' (urban policy in France, the 

delegationn of welfare services to the Third Sector in Italy, etc.) profoundly affects local policy 

reactionss to labour migrant settlement. This not only means that shifts at the national level from one 
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phasee to another (in host-stranger relations and migrant policy) stimulated similar changes at the 

locall  level. It also means that the different manner in which different cities act out these phases often 

reflectss national differences. 

Thus,, the Pluralist phase in Amsterdam (1980s-mid 90s) and Rome (from 1993) was expressed 

inn very different ways. In Amsterdam, Pluralist-type policies were expressed in a large variety of 

municipall  actions targeting migrants/minorities as well as empowerment of migrant associations. 

Thiss follows from the Dutch pro-active approach to dealing with social/economic problems (a 

developedd welfare state), and continues the institutional/professional manner of dealing with 

difference.. In contrast, the Pluralist phase in Rome is characterised by relatively few municipal 

actionss (although still significantly more than in the past). Instead, the municipality prefers to 

delegatee and supervise actions carried out by civic organisations (in which migrant associations play 

onlyy a small part). This reflects the weakness of the State and relative strength of the civic sector 

(wheree indigenous NGOs dominate) in Italy. The case of Tel Aviv demonstrates the limits of a 

relativelyy liberal local policy toward labour migrants within the context of a strictly exclusionary 

guestworkerr regime at the national level. The Paris case illustrates the continued dominance of the 

Frenchh republican approach to integration. 

However,, the migrant policies adopted by Tel Aviv (since 1999) and Paris (since 2001) also 

showw how local authorities with an independent agenda can change their approach in contrast to 

national-levell  policies. Without actually comparing other cities' policies in those countries, we may 

assumee that such shifts in local migrant policy do not all occur at the same time in a given country. 

Thiss means that there will be significant local variations within each country. A more complete 

answerr to the question of local variations in migrant policy would require a multi-city comparison 

withinn the same country, far beyond the scope of this book. However, other studies show such local 

variationn within states in particular policy areas (e.g. Ireland 1994, Gaxie et al. 1998, Rath et al. 

2001).. Comparing the findings from the Paris case study with those of Mazzella (1996) and Moore 

(2001)) on Marseille, we also find variation in how these two municipalities implemented national 

urbann policy: while the enacted policies in Marseille were effectively 'ethnicised', Paris stuck to the 

universalistt model in its enacted as well as espoused policy, until recently. 

Migran tt  policy as a mirro r  of city-State relations 
Divergentt trajectories in migrant policy also shed light on the relation between local and national 

governmentt in this area. In Israel it is still early to tell, but there are signs that Tel Aviv's increasingly 

liberall  policies regarding its mostly illegal labour migrant population is having some impact on 

governmentt policymaking toward labour migrants. Paris demonstrates how City Hall under Chirac 

continuedd the Assimilationist approach in local urban policies throughout the 1980s-90s, even as the 

nationall  Politique de la ville was starting to move toward some legitimisation of ethnically-sensitive 

policies.. The Delanoë administration signals an even greater independence in Paris' migrant policy, 

butt now toward a more Pluralistic approach than that of the (Chirac-led) national government. The 

casee of Amsterdam shows an overall consistency between local and national migrant policies, based 

onn the co-governance style of policymaking. In the Netherlands, what were often designated as 
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'nationall  immigrant policies' were in fact initiated by local authorities and later adopted by the 

nationall  government (e.g. the national 'Civic Integration' (Inburgering) policy which started out as a 

pilott programme by a number of local authorities). In the Dutch case, a clear (top-down or bottom-

up)) direction in migrant policymaking is not obvious. To a lesser extent this can be said of migrant 

policymakingg in the other cases as well. 

4.. Rethinking the typology 
Thee typology presented in Chapter Four was developed from preliminary findings gathered in 

thee literature survey, together with the deductive reasoning linking host-stranger relations to local 

policies,, as presented in Table 2.2. As shown above, the analytical framework appears valid on the 

whole,, but a rethinking of the typology is now in order, based on the results of the case studies as 

welll  as further findings from the literature survey.2 Two points are considered below. 

4.11 Distinguishing between espoused, intended and enacted policy 
Thee case studies show that the typology can be used to describe complex and changing situations 

regardingg local policy reactions in terms of general types or phases, as long as we are willing to 

amendd these ideal types to fit  local circumstances. Here the distinctions made in the case studies 

betweenn espoused, intended and enacted policy are particularly important. This allows us, for 

example,, to identify both Amsterdam's Minorities Policy and Rome's post-1993 integration policy as 

aa Pluralist-type response to migrant settlement, despite their differences.3 While both cities adopted 

ann espoused Pluralist policy, only Amsterdam followed this up with enacted policies. Rome's 

policiess are described as 'intended Pluralist' to distinguish them from the enacted Pluralist phase, 

whilee indicating that City Hall's espoused policy since 1993 is not just a public relations exercise. In 

thee case of Tel Aviv, local migrant policy since 1999 is labelled a 'liberal Guestworker policy' to 

distinguishh it from the previous administration's 'classic' guestworker policy. But despite some 

elementss of Pluralist policy, Tel Aviv could not be identified as having entered a Pluralist phase 

accordingg to the criteria of the typology.4 The analytical framework has shown itself to be 

sufficientlyy robust and flexible to allow such variations in the general types without losing its 

fundamentall  quality of clarifying complex situations. 

4.22 A new policy tvpe/phase: Intercultural policy 
Thee findings from the Amsterdam case study, specifically the appearance of Diversity Policy 

fromm the mid-90s, as well as similar policy reactions in other cities noted in the literature survey, 

demandd the addition of a fifth general type to the typology (see Table 10.1). The 'Intercultural' 

policyy response is relatively new, appearing only in the past decade." In several veteran cities such as 

Amsterdamm and Birmingham, this type appears as a reaction to the previous phase of Pluralist 

:: Although the literature survey ended with the beginning of the case study phase of the project, additional data from 
differentt cities was included as it came up along the way. 
**  See Chapter 6, section 5 and Chapter 9, section 6. 
44 See Chapter 7. section 5. 
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policies.. In some new immigration cities such as Barcelona and Turin, recognition of a permanent 
labourr migrant presence has been followed by a move from Non-policy directly to Intercultural-type 
rhetoricc and actions. 

Thee Intercultural vision of integration, although not reverting to Assimilationist-type goals, 

emphasizess the need for more common ground in a multi-ethnic city. This represents a reaction to 

Pluralistt policies that are seen as overemphasizing the ethnic-communitarian element, unwittingly 

perpetuatingg the stigmatization and segregation of ethnic minorities. The dangers of sectarianism 

(especiallyy of the Islamic type) are raised, hence the importance of interaction between individuals 

acrossacross different communities. But despite the universalist ambitions that characterise Intercultural 

policies,, the need for ethnically-targeted policies may still be accepted in some policy areas as 

unavoidable,, as seen in the Amsterdam case. 

Interculturalismm emphasises the possible differences within ethnic groups, e.g. gender and 

lifestylee differences. While acknowledging the role of ethnic identity in the integration process, the 

Interculturall  attitude also recognizes the constraints that ethnic communities may place on their 

individuall  members, especially on women. Intercultural policies thus aim at empowering individuals 

too choose among multiple identities, including (but not limited to) their ethnic identity. 

Interculturall  policy is expressed in the Juridical-political domain by opposition to ethnically-

basedd consultative structures, but allowing an integrated ('mixed') advisory council. Birmingham's 

powerful,, ethnically-based Standing Consultative Forum established in 1990 was replaced in 1999 

withh a mixed advisory forum. The Amsterdam case study described a similar process. In Stuttgart a 

mixedd "Aliens Committee" was established in 1994.6 Municipal support for migrant organisations 

movess away from supporting activities that strengthen ethnic identity to activities that strengthen 

'integrationn skills' (language, computer literacy). 

Inn the Socio-economic domain, local policies remain sensitive to minority needs but steer away 

fromm ethnic-specific actions. In Birmingham, for example, ethnic-targeted policies first initiated in 

thee mid-1980s are now being replaced with general policies in areas such as health, employment and 

housing.. In the Cultural-religious domain, the emphasis is on strengthening inter-ethnic activity. 

Thuss Stuttgart organises encounters between antagonistic ethnic minorities and established an inter-

religiouss forum in 1994, Turin set up an Intercultural Immigrant Women's Centre in 1996 which 

"aimss to promote dialogue between cultures through a series of initiatives" (Allesino et al 1999: 29), 

andd Rome's Education Department established an Intercultural Unit in 1998 with similar aims. 

Inn veteran cities such as Amsterdam, Birmingham and Stuttgart, as well as in new immigration 

citiess such as Turin, Rome and Barcelona, the distinction between 'Pluralist' and 'Intercultural' 

policiess is not always clear. In some cases the Intercultural response appears as a reaction to Pluralist 

policies,, in others it is difficult to establish whether there is a significant difference or if 'intercultural' 

^^ The designation 'intercultural' appeared in the 1990s in various policies, programmes and projects, see below. 
"Thee most important characteristic of the Aliens' Committee is that it is not a 'body representing aliens' but a joint body 

comprisingg members of the Municipal Council and elected foreign members" (Babel 1998: 170). 
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hass simply replaced 'multicultural' in the labelling.7 Based on the findings, however, the Intercultural 

typee can be proposed as a basis for further investigation (Table 10.1). 

77 The 'intercultural' label became especially popular in Italian cities (Turin, Milan, Rome) after it appeared in national 
policyy documents, e.g. an Education Ministry directive stressing the need for 'intercultural education'. 
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5.. Implications for  theory, research and policy 
Ass described in Chapter 3, national-level theorising on immigration and integration policies has 

beenn criticized as overly deductive, based on a priori explanations that are insufficiently grounded in 

actuall  findings and overlooking local variations. These criticisms are aimed especially at models 

emphasisingg cultural traits and national identity -- in other words, host-stranger relations. Local-level 

analysess of migrant policy, on the other hand, are rich in content but lack the level of generalisation 

thatt characterises the national-level literature. Lacking a model, theorising on local migrant policies 

hass been rare, and limited almost exclusively to institutional-political explanations on policies in the 

Juridical-politicall  domain. 

Thiss study has attempted to fil l this gap in the migrant policy literature, by proposing an 

analyticall  framework at the local level with a general theoretical basis: host-stranger relations. The 

focuss on the local level allows more grounded, empirically-based research. The host-stranger 

relationss model relates the findings to a broader theoretical context, offering a link between local-

levell  explanations and the national-level models. 

Thee four case studies as well as the results of the literature survey demonstrate how the 

analyticall  framework may be applied, by defining 'local migrant policies', grouping them into 

domainss and issue areas, and describing them in terms of several universal 'types'. This lays the basis 

forr further research in this field (including comparative analyses of existing research findings, e.g. 

fromm individual case studies). While the typology proposed in this study is a first attempt in this 

direction,, the results of the four case studies show its robustness as well as its flexibility . More 

importantly,, it means that changes and adaptations of the typology resulting from further research are 

possible,, e.g. adding policy types/phases or restructuring the policy domains/issue areas, without 

underminingg its overall validity as a framework for further research. 

Whatt direction should such research follow? The findings of the case studies and the 

comparativee analysis and generalisations made in this chapter raise several possibilities. 

5.11 Theoretical implications and directions for future research 

Att the most basic level, this study's findings demonstrate the usefulness of focusing on the local 

levell  of policymaking toward migrants, adding to a small but growing number of studies on policy 

responsess to immigration/ethnic diversity at the local-level. Beyond this general remark, a number of 

theoreticall  implications have been raised here, which could not be addressed sufficiently from such a 

smalll  number of cases, but suggest further research possibilities. 

First,, the identification of universal types of local policy responses to migrant settlement (and 

consequentt ethnic diversity) raises the possibility of additional types that were not identified in this 

study.. The typology proposed here is a first step - the next step would be to conduct more research 

inn additional cities, to validate or adapt the existing typology. Some of this could be carried out by 

re-examiningg existing material (from other case studies, for example) using the analytical 
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framework.. In particular, the 'discovery' of a new policy response type (labelled here 'Intercultural') 

requiress further research to substantiate the hypothesis that this expresses a truly different approach 

too coping with ethnic diversity, and is not just a rhetorical variant of Pluralist policies. In keeping 

withh the analytical framework suggested here, such a study would not be limited to charting changes 

inn espoused and enacted policies in a particular city, but would link this to shifts occuring in the host 

societyy as a whole in its relation to strangers.. 

Second,, the probability of common trajectories of local policy responses suggests the 

hypothesiss that new immigration cities will follow the path of veteran immigration cities. To further 

testt this hypothesis requires a comparative analysis of a set of 'veteran cities' (to establish a number 

off  typical trajectories) and 'new cities' (after a minimal period of migrant settlement). This means 

collectingg and analysing empirical evidence (in the form of espoused and enacted policies) in a given 

city,, and identifying the various phases of policy response that the city underwent, from among the 

generall  types in the typology as was done here. This may be partly accomplished by using existing 

researchh findings, applying the typology to them, and 'fillin g in the gaps' with new research (on 

policyy domains or periods of time not covered in the extant literature). 

Inn order to make a convincing case for the existence of a 'typical' policy trajectory, the above 

exercisee should be repeated in a sufficiently large set of cities. This could show, for example, that a 

numberr of veteran immigration cities have moved from an initial Non-policy response through a 

Guestworkerr response phase, followed by Pluralist-type policies and finally Intercultural-type 

policies,, as was shown here for Amsterdam. Needless to say, such a research project would reveal 

locall  variations of these phases in each city. The strength of its argument would then depend on 

convincinglyy identifying the same general phases of local policy responses in the different cities, 

despitedespite their contextual particularities. This would be done using the same criteria established in the 

typology,, for all the cases. Another project could do the same for a set of new immigration cities. 

Suchh research projects could then more fully examine one of the more intriguing questions 

whichh was raised here but could not be sufficiently addressed within the framework of this project: 

thee role of host-stranger relations as a variable in the development of local migrant policies, in 

relationrelation to other variables. The latter include the local political-institutional context, the role of the 

Statee and its frameworks (national welfare regimes, urban policy frameworks, etc.) as well as 

cultural-historicall  'constants' (the Dutch pillar approach to ethnic diversity? the Italian laissez-faire 

approachh to social problems?). Using the analytical framework, the relative importance of these and 

otherr factors can be explored. This would require first, identifying the phases of actual migration in a 

sett of cities, the changes in local host-stranger relations (municipal attitudes/expectations toward the 

migrants/minorities),, and the phases of local migrant policy responses ~ as was done in this study. In 

addition,, changes in other variables as noted above would also be charted (in-depth research of a city 

uncoverss all these elements at the same time in any case). By looking at these factors across a 

numberr of cities, we may then begin to explore the causal relations between different contextual 

variables,, and local policy responses to migrant settlement and ethnic diversity: are there common 
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characteristicss of cities that explain certain policy trajectories? For example, are local factors 

determinantt (e.g. do historic "gateway cities" follow one trajectory, versus more insular cities)? Or 

doo national-level factors ultimately determine local-level responses (do French cities follow one 

trajectory,, Belgian cities another)? The latter hypothesis would require a comparison of several cities 

withinn a number of countries. 

Anotherr question raised by the findings in this book relates to the predominance of certain 

policyy domains and issue areas. Again, the small number of cases in this study did not permit more 

thann preliminary observations regarding the relative importance of policymaking in certain domains 

andd issue areas. One may ask: what determines the predominance of, say, Spatial policies within the 

overalll  local response to migrant settlement? For example, does a local authority in the 

Assimilationistt phase favour the use of urban development and housing policies over policies in 

otherr domains, since territorially-based policies are useful in covering over ethnically-based 

problems/solutions?? Or is the predominance of a particular domain in local migrant policies 

determinedd largely by the national context? A related question suggested by the case study findings 

iss the apparent tendency of some issue areas to be more 'flexible' than others. It appears for example, 

thatt local social services may express shifts in local authority attitudes more rapidly than other policy 

areas.. The analytic framework proposed here makes it possible to explore these questions with 

furtherr comparative research, possibly by focusing on only two-three issue areas. 

Finally,, the findings of this study have theoretical implications regarding the interaction 

betweenn local government, the State and civic society, as reflected in local policy responses to 

migrants/minorities.. All four case studies have revealed specific local-level dynamics in how cities 

deall  with immigrants and ethnic minorities, but they have also shown that this is closely connected to 

thee national context. Focusing on the local level allows us to explore the relation between (often 

moree vaguely formulated) national policies and (often more concrete) local policies, programmes 

andd projects affecting migrants. Similarly, the case study findings point to the important role played 

inn some cities by Third Sector entities in the development and implementation of local migrant 

policies. . 

Thiss suggests that rather than seeing the policy response to immigrant settlement/ethnic diversity 

ass a top-down, binary system (national government —*  local government), it should be understood as 

aa recursive, interactive process involving several levels of government and civic society (including 

migrant/minorityy mobilisation*) as well as supra-national actors. In short, future research on the 

policyy response to immigration/ethnic diversity should regard this area of study more as an open 

systemm of governance, rather than a policy area dominated by the State (or conversely, as an area of 

relativee autonomy for local authorities). This confirms Favell's (1999) observation noted earlier, that 

thee state should be taken as one among several variables affecting migrant policy. Further, in such a 

systemm (or process), attention should be given to the tension between espoused and enacted policy. 

88 The role that migrants themselves play in this process is the focus of considerable research, as noted in Chapter 3. 
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National-levell  explanations have tended to overemphasise the former, while local-level explanations 

havee focused on the latter. 

Thee theoretical implication is that a more integrative, holistic approach should be adopted in 

futuree research on migrant policy. This is easier to understand than it is to apply! 

5.22 Policy implications 
Thiss book was not meant to address the question of 'what works and what has failed' in local 

policess toward labour migrant settlement. This would require an evaluation of the effectiveness of the 

policiess described above, involving an effort equal to at least another PhD project! Such a 'best 

practices'' approach raises various theoretical and methodological problems that draw attention away 

fromm this book's focus: how local migrant policies reflect host-stranger relations. 

Nevertheless,, as immigration flows spread to a growing number of cities beyond the traditional 

receivingg countries, local authorities are showing increasing interest in research on local migrant 

policies,, especially when it is comparative. This is demonstrated by the growth of city-to-city 

researchh networks in this area.9 Clearly, cities can and are learning from each other's experiences in 

dealingg with ethnic diversity. As we have seen, in some veteran immigration cities a reaction against 

Pluralistt policies has developed in the past few years, resulting in a new ('Intercultural') approach to 

thee integration of newcomers as well as established ethnic minorities. Elements of this approach have 

appearedd in Rome recently and in other new immigration cities (and possibly in Paris's new 

integrationn policy). This suggests that cities that did not go through the Pluralist phase may be 

'leaping'' directly to an Intercultural-type policy response. 

Inn light of such developments, the analytical framework proposed here may also have practical 

relevance.. Using the model and typology can enable policymakers to more clearly compare their 

situationn with that of other cities. First, it can be used to clarify where their city is situated, in terms 

off  their own migrant policies, i.e. what phases of policy response have they undergone, in what phase 

aree they now, toward what phase do they appear to be heading? The analytical framework thus 

enabless policymakers to conduct reflexive learning based on their own past policy responses. 

Further,, the analytical framework enables a comparison of their own attitudes and actions with those 

off  other cities, providing insights which may be useful in formulating future policies. 

Thee modular format of the typology allows such a comparative learning process to be carried out 

inn one, in several, or across all the relevant policy domains. Especially in the case of new 

immigrationn cities, local policymakers (as well as others involved in migrant policy, e.g. civic 

organisations)) can use such comparison to gain from the hard-earned experience of others. With the 

insightss provided by the host-stranger relations model, and using the typology as an analytical tool, 

theyy can identify similarities (and differences) between their current situation and the past experience 

off  veteran cities, in terms of migrant settlement phases and local policy responses. However, such 

comparisonss are only useful if one can distinguish between the fit (or misfit) of a particular policy 

99 See Chapter 3, Box 3.2.The growing number of local authority representatives attending the annual Metropolis 
conferencess and other forums dealing with this issue is one expression of this. 
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responsee to a particular migration phase (e.g. family reunification), and other factors. The typology 

shouldd help to make such distinctions in cross-city comparisons, which are notoriously complex. In 

short,, it can help us to see the forest as well as the trees. 

Att the most basic level, the results of this study demonstrate that beyond city-specific contexts 

theree are similarities between municipal policy reactions to labour migrant settlement. The case 

studiess demonstrated that there were similarities between the veteran and new immigration cities, in 

termss of migrant settlement phases and local policy reactions. The Tel Aviv case demonstrates that 

thee analytical framework proposed here may also be applied to non-European cities. This means that 

cross-cityy comparison is worth the effort to policymakers, particularly those in new immigration 

cities.. Understanding the process that veteran immigration cities underwent in their policy responses 

too the challenges posed by the arrival of newcomers should highlight the possibilities (and pitfalls) 

openn to policymakers in the earlier stages of migrant settlement. 
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